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America is under attack. Its institutions and values are under daily assault. But the principal culprits
are not foreign terrorists. They are influential and powerful Americans secretly stirring up disunion
and disloyalty in the shifting shadows of the Democratic Party. Radical infiltrators have been quietly
transforming America's societal, cultural, and political institutions for more than a generation. Now,
backed by George Soros, they are ready to make their move. These "progressive" extremists have
gained control over a once-respectable but now desperate and dangerous political party. From their
perches in the Democratic hierarchy, they seek to undermine the war on terror, destabilize the
nation, and effect radical "regime change" in America. With startling new evidence, New York Times
best-selling authors David Horowitz and Richard Poe shine the light on the Shadow Party, exposing
its methods, tactics, and ultimate agenda.
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Obama, the man who never did anything, but is now an expert on everything, is the direct
beneficiary of the Shadow Party described by Horowitz and Poe. I began using "Ofraudobama" in
the spring of 2008 because little of what the man said bore any semblance to reality. My
bewilderment at Obamania was due to the fact that I deferred reading Alinsky's "Rules for Radicals"
and "The Shadow Party" until November 2009.Horowitz and Poe provide an excellent account of the
antecedents which produced the coup in Washington in January 2009. While they focus on the

influence of George Soros, their real contribution lies in describing the coalescence of disparate
Statist special interests into a cohesive political force.I did not verify the voluminous footnotes, nor
can I comment on the precise role Soros actually plays. I can say the authors accurately describe
an intricate web of well-funded Statist radicals who intend to redefine America. Some will call it a
conspiracy. Some will call it a movement. Whatever it is called, it is in fact an elitist effort to impose
their will through authoritarian government, to diminish the global stature of the United States, and
to destroy the American economy. It appears they are succeeding.The authors, writing in 2006,
missed the call on Hillary as president. They do describe an element common to all three of the
leading candidates for president in 2008: Clinton, Obama, and McCain all received substantial
funding from Soros, his foundations, or affiliates of his foundations.The authors provide a valuable
service by naming individuals and organizations involved in the Statist movement, and the tactics
they employ. Those same individuals and organizations are well represented in the Obama
administration and intimately involved in the promotion of "health care reform" and "cap and trade".
The tactics employed by this Statist movement bear an uncanny resemblance to those of Lenin and
Alinsky.The movement described by Horowitz and Poe has matured and has produced a president.
Squabbles between "liberals" and "conservatives" are now irrelevant. The argument is now about a
free society versus Statism.The authors provide a road map for understanding this ascendant
political power and its authoritarian objectives. Anyone concerned about individual and economic
liberty would be well advised to read this book. I particularly recommend this book to those on the
Left: what you think you see is not what you will get. If the Statists pass health care and cap and
trade legislation, the American experiment in individual liberty and economic freedom will become a
footnote in history.

If you verify the well documented book notes for yourself, you will know that these authors present
accurate information. I have yet to catch them in an inaccuracy. They adhere to high scholastic
standards,too rare a thing in this field.It is crucial, however, that you verify things for yourself, so that
you know. That way you cannot be manipulated by propaganda or bullied by those intent upon
doing your thinking for you. You will be able to recognise spin and disinformation.This book will help
you place the pieces of recent history, which you have experienced, into a coherent picture which
makes sense and conforms to what you have seen and can verify.Then you might want to go to the
authors' discover the networks website and pursue the pages on Soros and Barack Obama. Look
up the people and organisations with whom they are connected, and notice how many of these
people and organisations have verifiable radical communist histories and connections. How can

anyone have that many connections and close associations and not share the philosophy that
connects them all? Why would they be placed in positions of power and influence, if there was not a
radical change to communism planned for our government? Use your logic and street smarts!You
might also want to read "Shadow World" by Robert Chandler (ISBN: 978-1-59698-561-2) for the
2008 update, which ties in even more players and is extensively documented.Remember, Marx was
a dysfunctional sociopath, who bought himself new clothes and went drinking on his inheritance
while his family starved. Several of his children died of starvation and two committed suicide after
living in abject poverty while he read in the library and presented himself as a genius who could
solve the world's problems, if he could just force people to obey him. How does that make him a
scientific genius? (His PhD. was in Philosophy where they debate over how many teeth a horse has
instead of counting them. He never used scientific method, or any available 1841 'social science'!
His first major was Law! He and Lenin both were trained as lawyers who manipulate with words to
get their way, not social scientists and they did not study government or economics at all!) All he
did, was to create a system for other sociopaths to manipulate near-do-wells and unthinking
populations into slavery, and get 100 million people murdered. They are experts in destruction only.
Consolidating all the power centrally and at the top, so a dictator can appropriate it all, is a plan for
disaster. Look at history. Look at real history not the post 1960s 'revised' history. This is precisely
what our Constitution was devised to prevent!Sociopaths are like robots in that they cannot feel, or
understand, human emotions like love, compassion, or guilt. The things that make us human make
them feel confused and excluded. Marxism is understandable and logical to them. It allows them to
feel superior and fit to rule those easily manipulated by ethics, religion, and family considerations.
That is why they want to abolish all that makes us human; our family life, our religions, our ethical
bases for healthy successful interaction, which has served us for millennia and given us the edge
over all the stronger, faster, fiercer animals. As long as we cling to these things (and our guns) they
cannot prevail. Please read and verify what these authors are trying to explain to you.Since writing
this review, Soros has backed all three major contenders for President! Yes, even the Republican
one. He owned every horse in the race. Obama has staffed his administration with publicly avowed
Communists/Progressives/Leftists RADICALS (the same sort of radicals he has associated himself
with his entire life!) and with far Left Professors (who,like Obama have never governed or
accomplished anything in the real world of business or even balancing their household budgets),
tried ONLY economic practices which have been PROVEN failures, dumped as much federal
money as possible, snubbed small businesses (who provide 70% of jobs) and only consulted with
giant corporations who contributed to his election, hamstrung small business with taxes (even the

inheritance tax can destroy some of these)and threatens to regulate them out of business, has
halted oil production so that all industry must pay, and charge, more and menaces everyone with
socialised medicine which will make many small businesses unsustainable and giving all of
everyone's medical information to the government where bureaucrats will decide who receives what
medical treatment, if any, and there is no recourse. Oh, and bankrupted the country. Is there
anything else he could do to better sabotage our economy and our government? Better look for that
and bet it has been done or is the works. Is all of this incompetence or is it deliberate? Look at what
he does, not what he says. Even your dog knows to do that.An organiser is just a code word for
AGITATOR. It is a rabble rouser who uses Communist and union techniques to manipulate people
in order to gain power. Speaking of unions,they were necessary to insure that workers received a
fair deal, but there has been nothing to insure that they do not become the greedy economic bullies
and take down the businesses and governments they are supposed to support. When they make
considerably more for less work than everyone else, including those who employ them, and
threaten to bring down the system with their demands, you should ask why there are no checks to
THEIR power, and what their actual agenda is. Union leadership and control was always Lenin's
goal in his plan to bring down capitalism (free enterprise). The Service Employees International
Union president Andy Stern was the most frequent visitor to the White House until the media began
to comment about it. He boasted: "We spent a fortune to elect Barack Obama--$60.7 million to be
exact." (Obama appointed him to a panel to make recommendations on debt reduction!) Obama has
received at least $818,969 from organised Labor in his brief political career.Andy Stern trained in
radical activism at the Midwest Academy, a socialist "front group" begun by members of the SDS
which taught socialism and Alinsky tactics. Many of Obama's associates and political supporters
have close ties with this organisation. An extensive history of Chicago radicals is presented in
Stanley Kurtz's book "Radical-In-Chief". It brings together all of the information that I was able to
discover on my own, and I found no fault with it's sources and information. It isn't about name calling
or character assassination though the title is unfortunate. Accurate, but unfortunate in a book which
researches facts and information. Another accurate source is discoverthenetworks.org. Please do
your own research, otherwise you will be just a believer and easily manipulated by very professional
propaganda.

This is a must read for everyone....but particularly Democrats who are not aware of the change in
their party. It is not the party of your father.

This is a very interesting book which informs the reader about the current Democrat Party from
someone who really knows what he is talking about. David Horowitz was part of the Radical Left, in
the 60's, so he knows Radical Liberals when he encounters them, and Horowitz tells us that the
Radical Left has found a new home in the Democrat Party. This book is an education in itself. A
great read.
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